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The rising spread of mobile devices and 
the Internet of Things (IoT) push the need 
for ever smaller modules and components. 
Electronics must be increasingly inte-
grated and produced in accordance with 
the highest quality standards, but at ever 
lower cost. 

One response to these challenges is 
advanced packaging, which integrates 
bare dies or flip-chips with SMT com-
ponents to form ultra-compact systems 
(system-in-package, or SiP). Advanced 
packaging techniques make it possible to 
create complete function modules that can 
then be placed efficiently and reliably on 
an SMT line. 

Separately in the past, now combined.

In the past, the semiconductor – espe-
cially in back-end packaging operations 
– and SMT production industries operated 
separately from each other. In advanced 
packaging, their processes overlap for 
the first time. The result: Besides OSATs, 
classic electronics manufacturers can 
help out the semiconductor industry by 
supplementing its operations  to meet the 
exploding demand for ultra-compact, SMT-
capable function modules. This opens up 
an attractive growth market for the electro-
nics production industry.

Only at ASM: Everything from a single 
source

ASM is your experienced partner for ente-
ring the advanced packaging market. ASM 
is the world’s only equipment supplier with 

solutions for all phases and process steps 
in the electronics industry – from lead 
frame to backend to SMT. 

ASM‘s unique process and industry exper-
tise flow into its advanced packaging offe-
rings. This enables ASM to offer solutions 
for each specific process from a single 
source with complete, integrated solution 
chains ranging from sophisticated printing 
processes to the combined placement of 
dies, flip-chips and SMT components to 
molding, singulation, testing and packa-
ging. 

ASM is an experienced and innovative 
partner that backs you with competent 
advice, equipment, and a wide range of 
support services. With ASM, the outlook 
for your entry into the attractive advanced 
packaging market couldn‘t be better.

Advanced Packaging/WLSiP
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The process chain for SiP applications 
combines classic semiconductor and SMT 
processes. 

Deposition

The fi rst process step is the deposition 
of fl ux and solder paste on the substrate. 
Thanks to ASM‘s innovative printing tech-
nologies, this can be done quickly and 
effi ciently with the precision required for 
wafer-level operations. 

Multilevel e-formed stencils have become 
the standard for this process. With the 

additive e-forming process, stencils can be 
produced with the ultra-fi ne apertures and 
gradations required for fl ux/solder paste 
printing and wafer bumping. 

The ideal platform for this stencil tech-
nology is the powerful and versatile DEK 
Galaxy, whose exceptional precision and 
fl exible options make it the ideal solution 
for a wide range of printing applications in 
the advanced packaging fi eld.

Placement

SiP require extremely precise machines 
that can take components directly from the 
wafer as well as from classic tape feeders 
and place them onto the various substrates 
such as circuit boards, wafers or panels. 

In the case of WLSiP, Dies and SMT com-
ponents are placed directly on the wafer. 
This is made possible by powerful wafer 
handlers for various formats and pickup 
processes for bare dies and fl ip-chips. After 
the substrates have been populated, they 
go through a refl ow process.

The whole solution chain from a single source
Wafer-level System-in-Package (SiP) Process 

DIE ATTACH & SMT
SIPLACE CA
Combined placement from 
wafers and SMT feeders

DEPOSITION
EFORM STENCIL 
TECHNOLOGY
Ultra-precise multi-level stencils

DEK Galaxy
The solution for printing 
and bumping
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The whole solution chain from a single source
Wafer-level System-in-Package (SiP) Process 

ENCAPSULATION
ORCAS
Flexible molding

SINGULATION
LASER 1205
Precise and efficient 
laser-cutting

WLP INSPECTION, 
TEST & PACKAGING
SUNBIRD
Highly efficient all-in-one 
solution  

Molding

Next, the substrates with the SiPs is mol-
ded, usually via press-forming with epoxy. 
For these and the subsequent SiP process 
steps such as redistribution layer in thin-
layer technology, proven tools from the 
semiconductor industry is normally used, 
which explains why most SiP processes 
operate with wafer-shaped panels. 

Singulation

In the singulation process, classic saws 
have been replaced by laser-based solu-
tions, because they are faster and more 
accurate. Even more modern solutions 
already operate with multi-beam lasers.

From testing to taping

The SiP must be picked up, optically in-
spected, tested, sorted, marked, labeled, 
and packaged in tapes for the placement 
process. Modern solutions have turrets and 
combine these steps in a single machine. 

End-to-end solution chain

All of these steps form a multi-layered, 
complex process that can only be managed 
with a consistently coordinated solution 
chain as well as with lots of experience and 
competence. Only ASM can offer this solu-
tion chain from a single source. Check out 
the following pages for more details.
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Deposition

PrintingStencil technology

Die Attach & SMT
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The assembly of ultra-compact SiP de-
signs requires maximum precision and 
extremely thin stencils with ultra-fi ne 
apertures. This is the only way to achieve 
the area ratio parameters that permit a 
reliable release of the print media and 
ensure a stable printing process. 

In addition, specially developed multi-layer 
stencil technology is used to place solder 
balls directly on the substrate. In a fi rst 
step, fl ux is applied, which is important for 
the soldering process. Next, the solder 
balls for the SMT components are applied 
in a second printing process. This would 
be impossible without specially developed 

multi-level stencils whose cavities leave 
the fl ux deposits untouched.

Classic etching or laser-cutting methods 
quickly hit their limits with such stencils, 
which is why ASM has for many years pu-
shed the development of electroforming as 
an additive manufacturing method for high-
precision stencils. With a galvanic process 
and supported by lithography, multi-level 
stencils can be made from various materi-
als with tolerances in the nanometer range.

Another plus of DEK e-formed stencils is 
the extremely high quality of their surfaces 
and aperture walls, which makes for signi-

fi cantly improved printing media release 
characteristics, more accurate paste de-
posits, and reduced understencil cleaning 
frequencies. 

In summary, the combination of DEK 
E-Form high-precision stencils and DEK 
printing solutions lets you manage your 
printing process with effi ciency and relia-
bility.

Stencil Technology

E-forming produces the finest multi-level apertures
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Die Attach & SMT Encapsulation Singulation WLP Inspection, 
Text & Packing
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ELECTROFORM STENCIL PRODUCTS SPECIFICATIONS
Platinum Stencil Product Range

Aperture (hole) size tolerance ±4 μm
Aperture positional tolerance distance < 50 mm ±50 µm 

> 50 mm 0.1 µ/mm (VG) , 0.3 µ/mm (mesh mounted)
Thickness tolerance ±5 % of thickness 
Fiducials max. 8
Material nickel 500 HV ±50
QC
Aperture checking 10 apertures
Thickness checking 5 × in Image area + coc
X/Y accuracy check + coc
Documentation extended + drawing 
Scan (presence/absence) 100 %
RECOMMENDED PRINT APPLICATIONS

semiconductor packaging
wafer level printing
LED and/or trace printing
high accuracy printing
multi layer stencil
aperture sizes down to 25 µ
min. thickness possible 20 µ (0.75mil)
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Photoresist
Seed layer
Substrate
Photoresist 
molds

Electroformed 
metals

Metallic 
microstructure

Source: Wikipedia

UV Light or X-rays

Electrolytic solution Electroform

Electrodeposition 
process

Metal



TRS TOOLING

Die Attach & SMTDeposition

PrintingStencil technology
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Advanced packaging places extremely 
high demands on the printing process, be-
cause it requires ultra-fine apertures and 
maximum precision along with separate 
printing steps involving different technolo-
gies and media. 

With the DEK Galaxy, our printing experts 
have developed an extremely powerful, 
modular and flexibly configurable solution 
for use in advanced-packaging processes.

Precise linear motors and a stable frame 
ensure maximum precision even at high 
printing speeds. In addition, ASM offers 
a variety of options and accessories that 
enable you to optimally adapt the DEK 
Galaxy to your specific process require-
ments, starting with the conveyor, whose 
standard version already accommodates a 
wide range of panel sizes. Conveyor solu-
tions for high-precision (and heavy) wafer 
carriers are also available. 

A wide range of sensors and the 
HawkEye® inspection system ensure 
seamless process control. SMEMA- and 
HERMES-compatible interfaces makes 
it easy to integrate the machine into your 
lines and processes.

Printing & Ball Drop

The printing solution for advanced packaging processes: 

DEK Galaxy
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TRS TOOLING

TRS tooling

Flux printing

Die Attach & SMT Encapsulation Singulation WLP Inspection,  
Text & Packing
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Flux and solder paste

With the first two printing processes,  
flux or solder paste are applied to the 
substrates via classic stencil printing  
with multi-level DEK e-form stencils.  
The versatile DEK printer software ma-
kes it easy to adjust all relevant opera-
ting parameters.

Ball drop

For the ball drop process, i.e. the appli-
cation of solder balls onto the underside 
of the SiPs, the DEK Galaxy provides 
another solution. With its DirEKt Ball 
Placement Option, solder balls can be 
applied individually (ball attachment).

DEK Galaxy 
Reliable printing in chip assembly

 ▪ For demanding wafer, substrate and circuit board 
applications

 ▪ Process Alignment Capability: 2 Cpk @ ±12.5 µm 6 sigma

 ▪ ProFlow® DirEKt Imaging technologies for high-precision  
ball placements

 ▪ Modular: Flexibly configurable with toolings and transport 
systems for the widest range of advanced packaging 
applications

 ▪ SMEMA- and HERMES-compatible interfaces to wafer  
and flux solutions

 ▪ Fast: Core cycle time of only 7 seconds 

 ▪ Flexible: Product changeovers take less than 2 minutes

 ▪ Easy to use: DEK Instinctiv™ software
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Die Attach & SMTDeposition
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PrintingStencil technology

Truly unique: 

SIPLACE CA combines bare-chip and SMT placement

Do you combine bare-die placement with 
the placement of classic SMT components 
in your production? Or in other words: are 
you looking for a universal machine that 
you can use to populate large carriers in 
panel level packaging as well as for clas-
sic SMT placement applications? These 
processes used to be strictly separate – 
until now.

Today, ASM is the fi rst equipment maker 
that can offer you more: the SIPLACE CA. 
This uniquely innovative solution tears 
down the borders between semiconduc-
tor backend and SMT handling. For the 
fi rst time you can run both processes on 
a single machine – even simultaneously. 
This improves your effi ciency, makes your 
processes more stable by reducing the 
number of required process steps, and 
gives you a leg up on the competition.

High Precision Chip Placement
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Populated 300 mm (12-inch) carrier for the wafer level fan out process

Die Attach & SMT Encapsulation Singulation WLP Inspection, 
Text & Packing
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Flexible wafer modules enable you to feed 
the SIPLACE CA in Die Attach and Flip 
Chip process directly from the wafer and 
transfer them to panels with exceptional 
speed and precision.  And thanks to its fl e-
xible conveyor, you can process substrate-
swith sizes of up to 650 mm × 700 mm.

These features are not the only strengths 
of the SIPLACE CA. It also handles the 
whole spectrum of classic SMT compon-
ents via tapes and feeders and does it all 

with breathtaking speed. With its four SIP-
LACE SpeedStar heads, the SIPLACE CA 
processes up to 100,000 SMT component, 
42,000 fl ip-chips or 28,000 die-attach 
components per hour.

ASM offers with the SIPLACE CA a global-
ly unique solution that opens up an entrely 
new set of possibilities in embedding, 
WLFO packaging, and SiP processes. 
In addition, the four-gantry SIPLACE CA 
provides capacities wherever you need 

them. Depending on your current require-
ments, it can apply its capabilities exclusi-
vely to the reconfi guration of bare dies or 
fl ip chips or the placement of SMT compo-
nents, or a combination of the two.

SIPLACE CA
Closing the gap between chip assembly 
and SMT processes

 ▪ Processes large panels (650 mm × 700 mm) at 
maximum speed

 ▪ Handles SMT components and dies from wafer in a 
single machine – perfect for SiP (system-in-package) 
production

 ▪ Maximum placement accuracy 
Panels up to 330 mm × 330 mm: 10 µm @ 3 sigma 
large panels: 15 µm @ 3 sigma

 ▪ CPH ratings: up to 100,000 for SMT; up to 42,000 for 
flip-chips from wafers; up to 100,000 for die-attach 
from wafers

 ▪ Consistently high placement performance for SMT 
components ranging from 0201 to 27 mm × 27 mm
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Die Attach & SMTDeposition
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PrintingStencil technology

Whether fan-in, fan-out or embedded 
chips – encapsulating and protecting elec-
tronic components in epoxy mold com-
pounds is an important step in WLP/PLP 
and SiP processes.

Granulate or liquid epoxy resin, different 
EMC patterns, wafers or panels as carri-
ers, the degree of automation – there are 
many process details that determine the 
requirements for your solution. ORCAS 
(Over-molding of Resin Epoxy Compres-

sion Auto-Panel Encapsulation System) is 
the most fl exible option on the market.

Coplanarity Control

Take closed-loop coplanarity control, for 
example. Sensors detect thickness 
variations in the substrate and adjust the 
tooling accordingly. The SCARA wafer 
handling robot can handle wafers that are 
warped by up to 3 mm. Thanks to copla-
narity control, ORCAS recognizes and 

compensates for even the fi nest variations 
in substrate thickness.

ORCAS also features maximum auto-
mation fl exibility. With manual load, it is 
the perfect solution for small-lot and proto-
type manufacturing, while fully automated 
substrate handling and other functions 
make it a highly effi cient solution for high-
volume production. 

Molding

The efficient encapsulation solution for 

advanced packaging: ORCAS
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Die Attach & SMT Encapsulation Singulation WLP Inspection, 
Text & Packing
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Molding with keep-out zone (KOZ) makes 
ORCAS the ideal solution for subsequent 
singulation using laser separation. Thanks 
to special tooling, the dicing patterns in the 
keep-out zone at the edge of the carrier 
remain visible after the molding process.

The laser-dicing process takes place with 
exceptional precision and thus, without 
any other preparatory steps – a prime 
example of how effi ciently process chains 
in advanced packaging can be integrated 
and improved. The result: Improved yield 
rates and the ability to make packaging 
even more effi cient.

ORCAS
Quick and efficient molding

 ▪ Panel sizes up to 340 mm × 340 mm 
and 12-inch wafers

 ▪ Closed-loop press system ensures 
excellent coplanarity in large-area 
molding applications (TTV: 20 µm)

 ▪ A highly flexible dispensing system 
ensures best compound coverage 
by processing liquid and granular 
encapsulant

 ▪ Scalable from small-lot and prototype 
manufacturing to high-volume 
production

 ▪ One system for die-up and die-down 
molding

 ▪ Two molding options: Molding, 
configurable for with keep-out zone 
(KOZ) or overmolding

In KOZ molding the edge of the wafer is not covered with EMC to make 
the subsequent singulation process more efficient.

Simply clever: 

Molding with keep-out zone 

Top Mold Case

Film

Molding Compound

Substrate

Bottom Mold Case

Top Mold Case

Film

Molding Compound

Substrate

Bottom Mold Case

In overmolding the whole wafer is covered with molding
compound to also protect the edges.
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Die Attach & SMTDeposition
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PrintingStencil technology

Declining component sizes and wafer 
thickness, and the desire for more efficien-
cy, i.e. more density on WLP/PLP carriers, 
require increasingly accurate and gentle 
component singulation capabilities.

Classic saws encounter limitations in 
terms of cutting width and accuracy when 
they cut into the carrier (for example, with 
low-K materials and the resulting threat of 
contamination) as well at the end of the 
packaging process. In addition, the  

packages are subject to mechanical  
stresses during the sawing process. 

ASM‘s LASER 1205 multi-beam laser 
system is the answer to the rising require-
ments in singulation. 
At substrate thicknesses of 100 µm, the 
cutting width stays below 12-14 µm with a 
positioning tolerance of less than < 1 µm. 
The machine can cut a wide range of  
materials like silicon wafer (Si, SiC etc.) 
with thicknesses of up to 250 μm and 

EMCs with thicknesses of up to 700 µm.
Thanks to multi-beam technology, signifi-
cantly fewer cutting cycles are needed to 
separate the wafers. As a result, the ASM 
LASER 1205 achieves exceptionally short 
cycle times and a correspondingly high 
level of productivity. 

Singulation

More precision and efficiency:

Singulation with the LASER 1205 multi-beam laser system

LASER 1205 
Precise and efficient for silicon and EMC

 ▪ Enabling technology for fan-in applications

 ▪ Precise dicing of molding compound and silicon

 ▪ Higher yield due to minimized dicing street (12-14 µm)

 ▪ No wafer-chipping since the laser cut is aligned precisely 
within the pre-cut position

 ▪ Seamless transition from fan-in to fan-out with the same basic 
packaging platform intact
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Die Attach & SMT Encapsulation Singulation WLP Inspection, 
Text & Packing
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Stencil PrintingDeposition
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PrintingStencil technology

SUNBIRD 
Extremely efficient inspection, sorting 
and taping

 ▪ Combines various optical and electrical inspection 
and (optional) laser marking capabilities in one 
machine

 ▪ More reliable detection of faults by individual optical 
inspection

 ▪ Maximum speed of 30,000 UPH thanks to turret 
system

 ▪ Contactless alignment and smart chip handling 
ensure optimal package protection

 ▪ Handling of smallest components (0603/0402 metric) Dies are picked directly from the wafer to the turret system and transported 
through various optical inspection and electrical test positions.

Six-side inspection, electrical tests,  
laser marking, sorting and taping – the 
SUNBIRD system combines a series of 
functions in a single machine. And best of 
all, thanks to the SUNBIRD turret system, 
it does it all with a high degree of speed 
and efficiency.

In a first step, the machine picks up the 
packages with its flip arm, inspects their 
bottom side and passes them to the turret, 
where they are inspected from six angles, 
tested, and optionally laser-marked.

Thanks to the SUNBIRD‘s smart iPrecise 
and iAlign technologies, the alignment of 
all components is ensured and optimized 
via powerful optics and without any additi-
onal transfers.

Next, the SiP components are gently positi-
oned in tape pockets with automatic Z-axis 
alignment, under the continuous check 
of a vision system, which was especially 
developed for this purpose. That way, even 
extremely small, thin and sensitive dies can 
be inspected and taped perfectly.

The final sorting step: Divided by software 
into separate classes, the machine places 
the components into the tape or different 
containers. With processing speeds of up 
to 30,000 UPH, SUNBIRD represents a 
significant speed and quality improvement 
over traditional systems. 

WLP Inspection, Test & Packing

Finalizing your WLP/PLP processes:

SUNBIRD for inspecting, sorting and taping
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Stencil Printing Ball Drop Singulation WLP Inspection, 
Text & Packing
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ASM SMT Solutions
 ▪ SMT Line Solution
 ▪ DEK Printing Solutions
 ▪ SIPLACE Placement Solutions
 ▪ ASM Smart Factory 

Tools & Services

ASM Materials
 ▪ Leadframes
 ▪ Other Materials
 ▪ Molded Interconnect 

Substrate (MIS)

ASM Back End Equipment
 ▪ Die & Flip-Chip Bonder
 ▪ Wire Bonder
 ▪ Encapsulation Equipment
 ▪ Tester & Sorter 
 ▪ Laser Dicing
 ▪ LED Equipment

ASM Pacific Technologies

Market 
SMT Equipment 
(Printing & Placement)
SMT Equipment 

Market  
Assembly & Packaging 

Equipment
Assembly & Packaging 

Market  
Leadframes

Market  

ASM Back End Equipment
Die & Flip-Chip Bonder

The underlying idea makes a lot of sense. 
Instead of combining the components for 
a module on the circuit board, advanced 
packaging fi rst integrates dies or fl ip-chips 
with other SMT components into an SiP, 
which is then placed on the board. 

This process allows for further miniatu-
rization, eliminates the time-consuming 
wire-bonding of dies and frees users from 
designing required functionalities on their 
own. The complete function group can be 
placed as a single module.

This convergence of chip assembly and 
SMT processes opens up new opportu-
nities. Whether semiconductor makers 
or electronics manufacturers enter this 
new market – either industry requires the 
other’s process knowledge and expe-
rience. 

ASM is your partner of choice

ASM is active in both segments. It is the 
world’s only equipment supplier that has 
been active and successful in both indus-
tries – chip assembly and SMT. 

Invest in a growth market

Major trends like digitalization and networking are currently strengthening 

the interest in advanced packaging technologies worldwide.
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ASM PT worldwide

ASM PT worldwide

 ▪ Present in over 
30 countries

 ▪ Over 15,500 employees, 
including 1,700 in R&D

 ▪ Five Centers of 
Competence

 ▪ Six R&D centers

 ▪ 10 production locations

 ▪ 1,100 patents in cutting-
edge technologies

With our process, hardware and software 
specialists, we are a strategic partner of 
many companies in both industries, and 
as a technology leader with innovative 
solutions we keep setting new standards 
in quality and productivity. 

This makes ASM your partner of choice 
for the development, implementation and 
optimization of consistently integrated 
and highly automated processes in chip 
assembly, advanced packaging, and SMT 
production. We offer end-to-end solution 
chains and tailor them to the individual 
requirements and processes of our custo-
mers. This brochure presented one exam-
ple of such a solution chain.

If you are interested in putting the oppor-
tunities and the potential of advanced 
packaging to use for your company, get in 
touch with our experts. By partnering with 
us you benefi t not only from our extensive 
product portfolio, but also from our unique 
process expertise. 

Your advantage: You do it right the fi rst 
time –  while lowering your risks and 
costs.
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ASM 
YouTube

www.youtube.com/c/ASMSMTSolutions

ASM 
Website

www.asm-smt.com

ASM Assembly Systems GmbH & Co. KG
Rupert-Mayer-Strasse 44 | 81379 Munich | Germany
Phone: +49 89 20800-27819 | Fax: +49 89 20800-36692 | E-mail: smt-solutions.de@asmpt.com


